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Large seasonal and hemispheric asymmetries in the martian
climate system are generally ascribed to variations in solar heating
associated with orbital eccentricity1. As the orbital elements
slowly change (over a period of .104 years), characteristics of
the climate such as dustiness and the vigour of atmospheric
circulation are thought to vary2±5, as should asymmetries in the
climate (for example, the deposition of water ice at the northern
versus the southern pole). Such orbitally driven climate change
might be responsible for the observed layering in Mars' polar
deposits by modulating deposition of dust and water ice3,5,6. Most
current theories assume that climate asymmetries completely
reverse as the angular distance between equinox and perihelion
changes by 1808. Here we describe a major climate mechanism
that will not precess in this way. We show that Mars' global north±
south elevation difference forces a dominant southern summer
Hadley circulation that is independent of perihelion timing. The
Hadley circulation, a tropical overturning cell responsible for
trade winds, largely controls interhemispheric transport of water
and the bulk dustiness of the atmosphere7±11. The topography
therefore imprints a strong handedness on climate, with water ice
and the active formation of polar layered deposits more likely in
the north.

Models suggest that the meridional circulation on Mars is
characterized by a dominant cross-equatorial (`solstitial') Hadley
circulation except during a brief transitional period near the
equinoxes7,8,12,13 (Fig. 1). The circulation has upwelling in the
summer tropics, resulting in adiabatic cooling, and downwelling
in the winter tropics, which produces adiabatic warming (on Earth,
these upwelling and downwelling belts create the cloud and rain
characteristic of the equatorial rain forests, and the dry, clear
atmosphere over the subtropical deserts). In this way, the dominant
Hadley cell transports heat from the summer hemisphere into the
winter hemisphere. It is accompanied by a very much weaker cell
operating exclusively in the summer hemisphere. The martian
mean-meridional circulation is similar to that of the Earth14±16,
although it is more exaggerated owing to the lack of martian oceans
to buffer seasonal oscillations in surface temperature. On Mars,
however, the solstitial cells are not of equal intensity or extentÐthe
dominant southern summer Hadley cell is roughly twice as intense
as that of the northern summer7,12. This is partly due to the planetary
eccentricity (0.093) and the fact that perihelion occurs just before
the southern summer solstice, resulting in solar incident radiation
being as much as 44% higher than experienced in northern
summerÐsouthern summer is shorter, but more intense than
northern summer.

The in¯uence of the Hadley circulation on climate, through the
transport and mixing of dust and water vapour, can be illustrated
with output from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) Mars general circulation model (GCM)8,11 (Fig. 1). These
simulations show that the vertical distribution of dust within the
atmosphere is largely determined by the depth of the atmosphere
mixed by the Hadley cell. The simulations also illustrate the fact that
interhemispheric transport of water is dominated by conveyance in
the upper-level Hadley circulation (Fig. 1b). The low-level return
¯ow brings relatively dry air into the summer hemisphere. The

vertical distribution of dust plays an important role in determining
the bulk dustiness of the atmosphere8,9, while the nature of the water
cycle and the stability of surface water deposits in communication
with the atmosphere is critically sensitive to the vigour of interhemi-
spheric water transport10,11. For these reasons, the Hadley circula-
tion is a major factor in the martian climate and is the focus of this
study.
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Figure 1 Mars GCM output illustrating the Hadley circulation's strong control of water

vapour transport and the global mixing of dust. Zonal-average output are shown for

northern summer, Ls � 908, and southern summer, Ls � 2708, where Ls is the angular

measure of the season, measured in degrees from 08 at northern spring equinox. Stream-

function contours are linear in units of 108 kg s-1. Panels a and b show water vapour mass

mixing ratio; c and d show a quantity linearly related to dust mass mixing ratio. Water is

supplied only from the summer polar cap, and subsequent evolution depends on transport

and atmospheric condensation. Dust injection at the surface is based on stability. Dust

and condensed water are subject to gravitational settling. The dust distribution (a

signi®cant atmospheric opacity source) is used to calculate radiative heating rates. Water

vapour is assumed to be radiatively inactive. The stream function is the conventional

eulerian mean constructed from zonal-average mass convergence. Transformed eulerian

mean provides a better representation of transport of trace species when eddy heat and

momentum transports are large. For the martian tropical atmosphere, the two formula-

tions are essentially identical (compare the vapour distribution and stream function in

southern summer).
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In the Earth's atmosphere, the seasonally asymmetric Hadley
circulations aggregate to yield two roughly equal cells in the annual
average (albeit with cells signi®cantly stronger than would be
generated by application of annual-average heating16). Our simula-
tion of the martian meridional circulation demonstrates that this is
not true for Mars (Fig. 2a). The annual average of the mean-
meridional (mass transport stream function) circulation shows a
clear bias in favour of the southern summer cell. This cell is more
extensive, and possesses a stream-function maximum more than
twice the magnitude of the residual signature of the northern
summer solstice, winter hemisphere cell. Further, the southern
summer circulation is dominant regardless of the speci®c scheme
used to treat atmospheric dust radiative heating and of whether the
seasonal CO2 cycle is active or not. The peak stream function in the
annual average is roughly 25% of the magnitude of the instanta-
neous peak for the respective cells.

There are two main external factors which could in¯uence the
annual average tropical circulation: the eccentricity and the plane-
tary topography. In particular, Mars possesses a signi®cant zonal-
average, north-to-south upward slope (this corresponds to an offset
between the planetary centre-of-mass and centre-of-®gure17,18) and
longitudinal asymmetry in topography18. Whether eccentricity or
topography determines the asymmetry is critical. The former factor
will change with the orbital elements, introducing climate varia-
bility that will also vary with the orbit, consistent with standard
theory2±6. The latter would introduce a climatic asymmetry that is
endogenic, emerging from the shape of the planet and not changing
with the spin/orbit con®guration. To isolate the eccentricity we re-
ran the model with perihelion moved by 1808 from its current

occurrence to Ls � 708 (see caption to Fig. 1 for de®nition of Ls).
Figure 2b shows that the annual-average circulation in this case is
little changed from that modelled for the present orbital state.
Speci®cally, the tropical circulation remains dominated by the
southern summer solstice, winter hemisphere cell, and cell shapes
and stream-function magnitudes are not signi®cantly different. The
same result holds true for simulations with a circular orbit, and for
simulations with no CO2 or dust cycles. Eccentricity and the timing
of perihelion are clearly not the dominant factors in the hemispheric
biasing of the tropical circulation.

Speculation that topography might have an effect on the asym-
metric strengths of the solstitial Hadley cells has generally focused
on hemispheric differences in longitudinal structure12,19. To isolate
the in¯uence of the zonal-mean topography, we undertook GCM
simulations with the meridionally varying, zonal-mean component
of elevation removed from the topography so that only longitudinal
variations in topography of potential importance in the generation
of waves and eddies remain. For the current timing of perihelion,
Fig. 2c shows that without the dichotomy, the annual-average
stream function is essentially symmetric about the equator. (Note
that there remains some small hemispheric asymmetry in Fig. 2c
that disappears if a smooth, thermally uniform surface is used. This
slight deviation from hemispheric symmetry is due to the effect of
the longitudinal topographic and surface thermal structure on the
circulation.) This result also holds for non-dichotomy simulations
run with perihelion at Ls � 708. We note that the dichotomy-free,
northern hemisphere cell is signi®cantly weaker in the annual
average (by a factor of two in peak stream function) than in the
case with real martian topography. The peak stream function for the
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Figure 2 Mars GCM output demonstrating the annual-average bias in the tropical

circulation, and that this bias is related to topography rather than the eccentric orbit of the

planet. a, b, c, Annual-average, zonal-mean meridional stream functions are shown for a,

observed topography and current orbital properties, b, observed topography, but the

passage of perihelion moved to Ls � 708, and c, dichotomy-free topography, but current

orbital properties. The stream functions are displayed in units of 108 kg s-1, with positive

values indicating anticlockwise ¯ow in the plane of the page. As in Fig. 1, the stream

functions are the conventional eulerian mean. In these panels, the residual signature of

the southern summer circulation is captured by the cell extending deep into the northern

hemisphere, while the northern summer cell extends into the southern hemisphere. In

each case, the dominant solstitial Hadley cell is the one that extends from the summer

hemisphere into the winter hemisphere.
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southern hemisphere cell is relatively unaffected by the change in
topography. Simulations run with zonal-mean topography (not
shown) result in a hemispheric bias in cell strength, as with the
standard simulation.

These results demonstrate that the annual-average circulation is
fundamentally biased by the zonal-mean topographic dichotomy
on Mars. Elucidation of the speci®c mechanism(s) by which this
asymmetry comes about requires further study, but probably
involves the effect of the higher, southern hemisphere acting as an
elevated heat source, and the effect of the cross-equatorial slope as a
dynamical impediment to northern summer Hadley return ¯ow.
The former effect results from the fact that surface temperatures
decrease much more slowly with pressure than do air temperatures.
Thus elevated ground can signi®cantly in¯uence meridional gra-
dients of temperature on pressure surfaces well above the ground,
leading to biases in forcing of the tropical circulation, in analogy to
the effect of the Tibetan plateau on the Indian monsoon20.

The Hadley circulation has a strong in¯uence on the cycles of dust
and water, as described above. However, the evolution of water and
dust within the climate system probably depends on a number of
factors. For transport of water, the mixing capacity of the atmos-
phere must be convolved with the seasonal exchange of vapour with
the seasonal and residual water ice caps. Water can also condense in
the atmosphere at a level depending on the atmospheric tempera-
ture structure. If this level is suf®ciently low, condensation will
impede cross-equatorial transport21,22. For dust mixing, the physics
of dust injection at the surface is of major importance, and will
depend on surface wind stresses and the temperature contrast
between the surface and atmosphere across the boundary layer.
Because dust is a radiatively active species there exists an important
feedback between dust distribution, the distribution of radiative
heating, and the circulation, with the circulation largely determin-
ing the dust distribution. Further, it is possible that the dust
distribution is also in¯uenced by the water cycle, through the use
of dust particles as water cloud condensation nuclei.

Despite the complexity of the martian climate system, we can
state that the asymmetry imposed on the climate by the topographic
biasing of the Hadley circulation will have a uniquely important
in¯uence. Unlike the myriad other mechanisms operating within
the system, which are determined by spatial patterns of solar
heating, the topographic biasing of the Hadley circulation will
impose a handedness upon the climate system that will remain as
a residual when averaged over integer combinations of precessional
cycles. While topography may also in¯uence the CO2 cycle on
Mars26, affecting the water cycle by varying the fraction of the year
that water ice caps are exposed, the biasing of the circulation is far
more direct and less susceptible to compensation by other processes
(topographic biasing of the current CO2 cycle would predict a
permanent cap at the northÐin reality, it is at the south). As such,
this bias in the climate system is of great importance and requires
further quantitative analysis.

We now consider how, and on what timescales, the topographic
biasing will in¯uence climate. The primary impact of the bias on the
water cycle results from the net annual-average transport from the
southern to northern hemispheres. Simulations using current
orbital parameters, but with exposed water-ice caps prescribed at
both poles, show that a southern residual water-ice cap is dynami-
cally unstable with respect to the northern cap, even when cap
temperatures are constrained to give no thermodynamic advantage
to the north11. It is possible that at high obliquity and with
perihelion in northern summer, the northern cap will become
unstable with respect to a southern residual water cap. However,
it is equally clear that the net south-to-north transport generated by
the dichotomy dictates that there will be more orbital con®gura-
tions in which the northern cap, rather than the southern cap, will
be stable.

Indeed, the existence of a southern residual water-ice cap may

require special combinations of eccentricity, obliquity and argu-
ment of perihelion. Asynchronous variation of these parameters
(periods of 2 Myr, 0.12 Myr and 0.17 Myr, respectively23) may imply
that a southern water-ice cap occurs with a period of .106 years
rather than the ,105 years predicted if one considers only cyclic
variation in solar heating driven by precession. Polar layered deposit
formation is poorly understood6, but it is widely held that layering
develops at times of enhanced polar deposition of dust and water
ice3±6. If a residual water-ice cap is an important agent of layered
deposit formation, then the tendency for water ice to be preferen-
tially stable at the northern pole, and hence for a water ice cap to be
much more likely to occur, suggests that the northern layered
deposits should be more frequently active than those at the south,
potentially by an order of magnitude or so. Clearly, the relationship
between the topographic biasing of the water cycle and the disparate
age of the layered deposits (with the south known to be much older
than the north)24 should be investigated in more detail.

Dark layers in the deposits are commonly ascribed to deposition
during dustier climatic periods5,6. The instantaneous strength of the
Hadley circulation will play a large role in the bulk dustiness of the
atmosphere by vertically and meridionally spreading dust. Models
also suggest strong increases in surface winds as the Hadley cell
intensi®es7±9,12,13,25, and these winds may contribute to lofting of
dust, increasing the surface injection rate.

Although there are many con®gurations in which the northern
summer solstitial Hadley cell may be dominant, the topographic
bias dictates that the southern summer cell is more likely to be
dominant, averaged over the cycles of precession, obliquity and
eccentricity. As such, not only is it more likely that water ice will be
stable at the northern pole and consequently that polar layered
terrain formation is more common there, but the likelihood of
southern summer being dustier than northern summer suggests
that a ready supply of dust will be available to form layers. M
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Two-dimensional systems, such as ultrathin epitaxial ®lms and
superlattices, display magnetic properties distinct from bulk
materials1. A challenging aim of current research in magnetism
is to explore structures of still lower dimensionality2±6. As the
dimensionality of a physical system is reduced, magnetic ordering
tends to decrease as ¯uctuations become relatively more
important7. Spin lattice models predict that an in®nite one-
dimensional linear chain with short-range magnetic interactions
spontaneously breaks up into segments with different orientation
of the magnetization, thereby prohibiting long-range ferromag-
netic order at a ®nite temperature7±9. These models, however, do
not take into account kinetic barriers to reaching equilibrium or
interactions with the substrates that support the one-dimensional
nanostructures. Here we demonstrate the existence of both short-
and long-range ferromagnetic order for one-dimensional mona-
tomic chains of Co constructed on a Pt substrate. We ®nd evidence
that the monatomic chains consist of thermally ¯uctuating seg-
ments of ferromagnetically coupled atoms which, below a thres-
hold temperature, evolve into a ferromagnetic long-range-
ordered state owing to the presence of anisotropy barriers. The
Co chains are characterized by large localized orbital moments
and correspondingly large magnetic anisotropy energies com-
pared to two-dimensional ®lms and bulk Co.

Since the work of Ising8, magnetism in one-dimensional (1D)
systems has been the subject of continuous theoretical4,5,7±10 and
experimental2,6,11 research. Progress in atomic engineering makes it
possible today to build 1D arrays of transition-metal chains by self-

assembly epitaxial techniques on suitable substrates12,13. Pioneering
experiments14±16 in this direction investigated the magnetic behav-
iour of Fe stripes 1±10 nm wide obtained by step-¯ow growth on
W(110) and Cu(111) surfaces. Ideally, one would like to construct
monatomic chains in very large numbers while maintaining a ®ne
control on the dimensions, uniformity and spatial distribution of
the individual chains. We have shown17 that it is possible to produce
high-density (5 3 106 cm21) arrays of parallel monatomic chains
with unprecedented uniformity and even spacing by growing Co on
a high-quality Pt vicinal surface in a narrow (250±300 K) tempera-
ture range. The scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) images in
Fig. 1 illustrate the regular step structure of the vicinal Pt(997)
surface (Fig. 1a) and the fabrication of monatomic Co wires by
decoration of the steps (Fig. 1b)17.

The magnetism of the Co wires has been investigated by X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism18 (XMCD) at beamline ID-12B of the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble. Representa-
tive results for the circular dichroism in X-ray absorption spectro-
scopy (XAS) at the Co L2,3 absorption edges for the monatomic
wires are shown in Fig. 2a and compared with one monolayer
(Fig. 2b) and bulk Co spectra (Fig. 2c). The difference between the
two spectra for left- and right-handed polarization, reported in the
lower panel, shows that the wires are characterized by a strong
dichroism that results from the alignment of the Co magnetic
moments in an external ®eld of 7 T at 10 K. The amplitude of the
dichroic signal is a measure of the magnetization of the Co wire
array and contains information on the local character of the atomic
moments.

The reduced atomic coordination of the monatomic chains
compared to bulk Co and two-dimensional (2D) ®lms has remark-
able consequences for the relative size of the local orbital (mL) and
spin (mS) magnetic moments. Both mL and mS are expected to
increase as the atomic coordination is reduced in passing from the
bulk to the monatomic chains. Local spin density calculations for
Co/Pt(997) show that the narrowing of the Co 3d band and the

Co atoms Pt terrace x
z

y

100 Å

a

b

Figure 1 STM topographs of the Pt(997) surface. a, Periodic step structure (each white

line represents a single step). The surface has a 6.458 miscut angle relative to the (111)

direction; repulsive step interactions result in a narrow terrace width distribution centred

at 20.2 AÊ with 2.9 AÊ standard deviation. b, Co monatomic chains decorating the Pt

step edges (the vertical dimension is enhanced for better contrast). The monatomic chains

are obtained by evaporating 0.13 monolayers of Co onto the substrate held at T � 260 K

and previously cleaned by ion sputtering and annealing cycles in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV).

The chains are linearly aligned and have a spacing equal to the terrace width.
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